Distance
3 km return
Time to complete
Advanced walkers
20 min return

In case of emergency

Ruffy Snow
Gum Reserve
Walking Track

For emergency help call 000
For emergency information and warnings
emergency.vic.gov.au
Mobile phone coverage may be inconsistent

Ruffy

Moderate walkers
1 hour return
Slow walkers
1½ hours 30 mins return
Relative difficulty
Moderate
The recommended seasons for this walk
are autumn and spring. There is uneven ground
with logs and branches to step over. Gum
boots are recommended on wetter days. Avoid
the tiger snake season unless you enjoy the
company of these reptiles.

Ruffy sits on the Southern Strathbogie Plateau in
the Victorian Highlands. As part of the Strathbogie
Ranges the granite rocks of the Hughes Creek
catchment were formed when a mass of molten rock
forced its way towards the surface of the earth, and
trapped and cooled. This happened over 350 million
years ago, in the Upper Devonian period of geological
history. The molten rock heated and compressed the
existing rocks and they became harder, creating a
metamorphic ring. These rocks now form the ranges
around the granite tableland.
Ruffy offers a range of activities to suit all tastes.

This track meanders down an unused road reserve
through open narrow-leaf peppermint forest until it
crosses a walking bridge and enters the Ruffy Flora
Reserve.
A circuit of this reserve takes you through swampy
riparian woodlands dominated by ancient mountain
swamp gums, past a tiny population of snow gums,
remnants of a colder climate. It skirts a chain of dark
deep billabongs into bandicoot and koala territory. In
Spring you will be surrounded by spectacular fields of
wildflowers, an experience not to be missed!

You can go for scenic drives or walks in the beautiful
bush surroundings which include a number of flora
reserves abounding with wildlife, admire the rugged
granite rock outcrops, or relax beside one of the
many creeks meandering through the district – all
perfect for the artist or photographer.
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The historic Ruffy Mechanics Hall hosts many events
throughout the year. These include the ‘Season of
Saturday’ concerts and other shows provided by
RuffArtZ, and the biennial Ruffy Artfest. Not bad for
a population of 112!
For more information
and interactive maps check out these websites:
www.strathbogie.vic.gov.au/tourism/tourism/tracksandtrails
https://www.victoriawalks.com.au/Strathbogie/
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inhabitants can be found clustered together
amongst the trees near the easterly edge of
the reserve. Identify and photograph these
rusty relics but leave the spare parts you might
find where they lie, for future generations to
marvel at.

Notice the many Silver Banksias and
other shrubs that have been planted
along the track, providing a nectar and
pollen source for insects and honeyeaters.
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